Designer peptide surfactants stabilize diverse functional membrane proteins.
Multi-spanning integral membrane proteins, including G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR), ion channels, and ion transporters, comprise a major class of drug targets. However, despite their vital importance, most molecular structures of membrane proteins remain elusive. This is largely due to lack of effective materials and methods to stabilize their functional conformation for sufficient time. Thus finding optimal surfactants and developing new approaches to study fundamental properties of unstable membrane proteins is urgently needed. In this tutorial review we summarize designer peptides with surfactant properties and their usefulness to stabilize membrane proteins. These peptide surfactants present new opportunities for the stabilization and characterization of diverse membrane proteins. Previous studies on the interaction between surfactant peptides and membrane proteins revealed strategies to design new peptides tailor-made for the stabilization of specific proteins. We review examples of solubilization, purification, long-term stabilization of membrane proteins, and the design principles of peptide sequences. We discuss future trends for exploiting spatial features, thermodynamic parameters, and self-assembling properties to create peptide surfactant structures to facilitate the characterization of diverse membrane proteins.